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You should know women's sports are a joke. Offensive Neutral

All mental illnesses are awful and must be treated. Offensive Neutral

Men and women are not equal. Irrational contrary 
belief and policy only result in mounting failure. Offensive Neutral

You look like someone who would do an electric 
wheelchair race with Stephen Hawking. Offensive Neutral

Are these sentences offensive?
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Hateful conduct includes language that dehumanizes others on the basis of religion or caste. In March 2020 the 
hateful conduct policy was expanded to also include race, ethnicity, or national origin. Following this context, 
hate speech can be defined as an abusive speech that targets specific group characteristics, such as gender, 
religion, or ethnicity.

https://blog.twitter.com/en_us/ topics/company/2019/hatefulconductupdate.html

What do we consider as offensive language?
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Hate speech is a direct attack against people on the basis of protected characteristics: race, ethnicity, national

origin, disability, religious affiliation, caste, sexual orientation, sex, gender identity and serious disease.

Hate speech detection using static BERT embeddings. Gaurav Rajput, Narinder Singh punn, Sanjay Kumar Sonbhadra, and Sonali Agarwal.

Community standards. https://www.facebook.com/communitystandards/hate_ speech 
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A tweet is offensive if it:
uses a sexist or racial slur;

attacks a minority;

seeks to silence a minority;

criticizes a minority (without a well-founded argument);

promotes, but does not directly use, hate speech or violent crime;

criticizes a minority and uses a straw man argument;

blatantly misrepresents truth or seeks to distort views on a minority with unfounded claims;

shows support of problematic hash tags;

negatively stereotypes a minority;

defends xenophobia or sexism;

contains a screen name that is offensive.

Hateful Symbols or Hateful People? Predictive Features for Hate Speech Detection on Twitter. Zeerak Waseem and Dirk Hovy.
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Why should we care?
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Is hate speech easy detectable? 

“Hate speech detection using static BERT embeddings.” Gaurav Rajput, Narinder Singh punn, Sanjay Kumar Sonbhadra, and Sonali Agarwal



What is StyloMetrix?

INTERPRETABLE

each metric represents 
an aspect of linguistic 

knowledge

NORMALIZED

metrics express number of 
occurrences of given 
feature per number of 

tokens in text, which lets us 
escape scaling effect in 
texts of different lengths

CUSTOMIZABLE

if your needs exceed the 
scope of built-in metrics, 
create your own! Don't 

forget to share your work 
and contribute to the 

community of 
StyloMetrix!

REPRODUCIBLE

values of metrics can be 
recalculated or even 

counted manually giving 
always the same output. 

The representation doesn't 
depend on any random 

factor or seeding

The metrics are:

Inez Okulska inez.okulska@nask.pl | Anna Zawadzka anna.zawadzka@nask.pl

mailto:inez.okulska@nask.pl
mailto:anna.zawadzka@nask.pl
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The most distinct syntactic features to detect 
hate speech

G_ADJ_COMPARATIVE
SY_QUESTION
SY_SPECIAL_QUESTION
SY_EXCLAMATION
SY_IMPERATIVE
SY_SUBORD_SENT
SY_SUBORD_SENT_PUNCT
SY_COORD_SENT
SY_SENT_START_ADV
SY_SENT_START_ADJ
POS_PREP
L_PROPER_NAME
L_PERSONAL_NAME
L_PUNCT_COL



Voting Classifier:

• Linear Regression
• Random Forest Classifier
• AdaBoost
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StyloMetrix Vectors on Dynamically Generated
Hate Speech Dataset (English language) 

78% for hate

hate

ha
te

ne
ut

ra
l

neutral

40463 tweets (54% hate, 46% neutral)
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Models on Dynamically Generated Hate Speech 
Dataset (English language) 

78%
74%

81%
76%

LSTM (GLOVE)

hate

neutral

LSTM (GLOVE) probabilities + 
StyloMetrix -> VotingClassifier
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Models on Dynamically Generated Hate Speech 
Dataset (English language) 

80%
77%

81%
77%

pre-trained RoBERTa

hate

neutral

pre-trained RoBERTa probabilities
+ StyloMetrix -> VotingClassifier
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StyloMetrix Vectors on Wykop.pl comments
(Polish language) 

Voting Classifier:

• Linear Regression
• Random Forest Classifier
• AdaBoost

89% for hate
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StyloMetrix Vectors on Wykop.pl comments
(Polish language) 

Voting Classifier:

• Linear Regression
• Random Forest Classifier
• AdaBoost

73,5% 
for hate classes
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StyloMetrix Vectors on Wykop.pl comments
(Polish language) 

87,5%
99%

89,5%
99%

fine-tuned RoBERTa

hate
classes

neutral

fine-tuned RoBERTa probabilities + 
StyloMetrix -> VotingClassifier
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StyloMetrix – open source and waiting for you!

github.com/ZILiAT-NASK/StyloMetrix



nask.pl

Thank you!

Source: https://techcrunch.com/


